WIN First Places To Score 91-35 — Reamore, Wightman

FRESHEST SWAMP NORTHEASTERN U.
IN CLOSED MEET

On Friday evening, the Chester Freshmen track team took the lead in their meet against the Northeastern team, when they defeated the team by a score of 24-8. On Saturday, at noon, the second meet was held, and the Freshmen defeated the Northeastern team again, by a score of 21-7.

ANNOUNCE MEN IN N. E.

Northeastern U. — In an early meet of the Beaver Freshmen track team last season, when they defeated the team by a score of 21-7, the team was defeated by the Beaver team. On Saturday, at noon, the second meet was held, and the Freshmen defeated the Northeastern team again, by a score of 21-7.

First and Second in Love

The Freshmen track team was ahead of the rest of the love team, who were far behind in the meet. The Freshmen were far ahead of the rest of the team, who were far behind in the meet.

WIN TEN FIRST PLACES TO SCORE

Win Ten First Places To Score 91-35 — Reamore, Wightman
A
LTHOUGH no definite action has as yet been taken, the Institute Committee made a gesture yesterday afternoon in a direction which has long been ignored—the establishment of some center where those men who desire to carry lunches to school may comfortably eat them. Agitation toward providing such a center has been practically unknown in the past, primarily because it was generally believed that the men were more than contented to eat in locker rooms. Obviously, the condition should be remedied, and as soon as possible.

There are two reasons why an eating center should be established. The first, naturally enough, is to provide more comfortable and more sanitary surroundings, and the second, that the condition should be remedied, and as soon as possible. As it is, we feel that the best interests of a rather large portion of the student body could be better served by the establishment of an eating center.

The Institute Committee has vested in its president, Donald B. Gilman '32, the power to appoint a sub-committee to investigate this need and to attempt, where possible, to provide a solution to the problem.

There are some old sayings which hold equally as well now as when they originated. "There is no royal road to knowledge" claimed the great philosophers of the ages? How can one absorb the essence of higher mathematics and very little mathematics of any order? There are many who are ?rrly ignorant of the subject discussed, gain a half-knowledge, and are prevented from reading other books on the same subject because they are so much more difficult than the popular and unemotional, uninteresting hard-to-read, authoritative volumes which are physically impossible of interpretation in this manner, or what is worse, to simplify to such an extent that wrong impressions are given.

MODERN science has a habit of undermining ancient proved and destroying their value. No longer is it impossible to make a silk purse from a sow's ear, yet there are old sayings which hold equally as well now as when they originated.

"There is no royal road to knowledge" claimed the ancients, and the statement still holds true. A flood of popular magazines and books is endeavoring to keep the public abreast with the latest advances in the fields of science and thought and to cultivate the masses without causing them too much discomfort in the process.

When the true explanation of a subject is too intricate it is difficult to resort to mechanical analogies for subjects which are physically impossible of interpretation in this manner, or what is worse, to simplify to such an extent that wrong impressions are given.

"These are but the memories of history," Bertrand Russell's "ABC of Relativity" are all very well and good as far as they go, but they are not clear enough. What can be said for a volume which can discuss and discuss, in a few hundred pages, all the great philosophies of the ages? How can one ever possibly hope to explain Einstein's theories with the use of higher mathematics and very little mathematics of any order? The persons who read such books are generally ignorant of the subject discussed, gain a half-knowledge, and are prevented from reading other books on the same subject because they are so much more difficult than the popular and unemotional, uninteresting hard-to-read, authoritative volumes which really do justice to its subject. It is only by the diligent efforts of such material that one can gain a true understanding of a difficult subject. One cannot get something for nothing.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

HARVARD CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY
HARVARD SQUARE, CAMBRIDGE

Tech Members Have the Right Name to Buy at Harvard Square Store as They Have at Tech Branch. Why Not Compare Our Values With Others—and There is a Dividend, Too.
ENTRIES IN N.L.A.A.

The Interfraternity Council of Allegheny Polytechnic Institute had decided to refund each prospective freshman, before he enrolls, a book list giving a brief history of the fraternity, its officers, and the relative expenses of belonging to them.

One of the disturbing questions discussed at the recent conference of chapter men was the fact that college men were becoming victims of an increasing number of airships in fear that they would soon have to be replaced by lower-priced airmailers.

On his recent visit through the Southwest in behalf of the drought-stricken farmers, Will Rogers stayed in St. Joseph for lunch with a fraternity at Oklahoma State College. Will had previous experience in Kansas, where he was a constant guard of abandoned car trains, beans and bacon.
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OFFICIAL BULLETINS OF GENERAL INTEREST

Building Construction
Mr. Thomas F. McSweeney '16
Monday, May 25, 10 A. M., Room 1-134
A course of illustrated lectures on "The History of the Art of Build-
ing" is being given under the auspices of the Course in Building Construction, during the second term by Mr. McSweeney '16. Open to students and members of the instructing staff.

Welding
Mr. Peter P. Alexander
Monday, May 25, 4:00 P. M., Room 4-156
A series of talks on "The Mechanics of Welding and its Indus-
trial application" is being given during the second term under the auspices of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, by Mr. Alexander, Research Engineer, Thomson Research Laboratory, General Electric Company.

Open to students and members of the instructing staff.

CALENDAR

Friday, May 22
8:00 P.M.—N. I. T. Dramatics Association dinner meeting, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.
4:30 P.M.—Army Orchestral Association dinner meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.
9:30 P.M.—Freshman crew races, Main Hall, Walker Memorial.
Monday, May 25
4:00 P.M.—N. I. T. Alumni Association dinner meeting, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

UNDERGRADUATE

GO HOME BY BUS

and Yale agrees

LOOK UP at the windows of your freshmen and sophomores, and you'll see the Yale man smokes. In the springtime you'll see him lying in his window seat with a pailful of Edgeworth between his teeth.

On Chapel Street—out at the Boathouse—everywhere the Yale man goes, his pipe and Edgeworth go with him. And at 42 out of 45 of the leading colleges and universities Edgeworth is the favorite tobacco.

A tobacco must be good to win the vote of so many discriminating smokers. And Edgeworth is good. Tobacco strong of body—light of mouth. You can get it wherever tobacco is sold . . . 5¢ a box. For, for genuine sample, write to Laus & Son, Co. 105 S. 2nd St., Richmond, Virginia.

EDGEWORTH SMOKING TOBACCO

EDGEWORTH in the mind of the old bachelor, the man who knows for Edgeworth as well as the boy.

Half the costs at Purdue University are soaked up in insurance and tuition.

PROF. HARDY LEAVES FOR MEETING IN WEST

Society of Motion Picture Engineers

Professor Arthur C. Hardy of the Department of Physics left last night for California where he will attend the Hollywood meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. Professor Hardy is chairman of the Standards Committee which has been at work for years on the problem of deciding a new pitch for standard motion picture films.

With the advent of sound films, the 35 mm. width has proved unsatisfactory in the larger theatres because the film for sound track reduces the amount of film available for the picture area, and therefore, requires an indefatigably high organization in projection. The new width with which the Committee has been engaged promises to be a much more convenient size for sound tracks and a more elaborate and artistic print. The old 35 mm. film, but can be used without any change. The projectionists will be awarded to the man who grows a special column next year's ceremony started at six in the evening in the Boston Transcript

GAMES OF DEXTERITY

The Carnegie Tech Tartan reserves a special column in each issue for the"Games of Dexterity" department. Can the reader who is fond of Sport find better pages of Sporting News than those which are printed every evening in the Boston Transcript?

The answer by those who follow Sport, who know what is the key words to be found in other papers is—

WHERE ?

College Men's Suits and Dress Clothes

We want you to see our new clothes for College men to see the distinctive new Scott & Company models—the fine imported and domestic fabrics—the exclusive patterns and colors.

Faultlessly tailored in our Boston workrooms—sold direct to you at moderate prices. Suits, many styles from $18 to $40. Tuxedo or Full Dress Coat and Trousers, $50 to $60.

'Please note white or gray—$19

Scott & Company
336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

finearts theatre

Friday, May 22, 1931

Bettie Bremers Song Steel Parade on the "VARIETY",
America's Favorites, WAXY DORES.
CAI EN AND CARY

Graduation Gifts

Technology Jewelry

Vanity Cases, Seal Pins

Seal Rings, Watch Charms

M. I. T. Belt Buckles

Technology Banners, Pillow Tops

Tech Seal Book Ends

TECHNOLOGY

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY

Over the Teacups of a Wednesday or Saturday afternoon, you may listen and dance to the delightful music of Horace James Le Parets Band in the SHERATON ROOM of the Copley-Plaza Supper Dance Nightly

Scott & Company

Scott & Company